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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 1986-It was too bad that it was not as good as his Evil-
Splitting Sword. 

After all, the Evil-Splitting Sword was something from the system which David had blind 
confidence in. 

After stretching out his right hand to hold the hilt of the sword, a gust of extreme cold 
appeared. Before David had time to react, he instantly became an ice sculpture. 

After they saw David frozen by the cold air from the Ice Soul Excalibur, the four sisters 
smiled. 

‘The Ice Soul Excalibur belongs to that person, and it has an owner. 

‘Except for its owner, no one can touch it. Otherwise, there will be a huge backlash.’ 

“Ah!” 

Celeste in the distance covered her mouth and let out an exclamation. 

She knew that David was the person who was frozen while the one next to her was 
David’s clone. 

“Celeste, don’t worry! This won’t trap my master,” David comforted her from the side. 

The four sisters stopped outside the ice sculpture. 

The moment they reached out to touch the ice sculpture… 

Crack! Crack! 

Then… 

Boom! 

A majestic energy erupted from the ice sculpture. 

First, it shattered the ice sculpture and then it sent the four sisters flying. 

After that, the sisters all showed expressions of horror. 

‘That’s the energy of a Sacred Saint. 

‘The masked man is a Sacred Saint!’ 



They did not have time to think before they quickly used their trump cards to resist this 
unstoppable force. 

David’s clone was already prepared, so he stood in front of Celeste, protecting her from 
the energy released by the main form. 

Although Nova and the rest of the core of the Iridescent Sect were separated by a great 
distance, they were still greatly affected. 

Fortunately, they knew from the very beginning that the strength of both sides in this 
battle had reached late True Saint Rank or even higher. 

Therefore, they had stood so far away. 

Even so, the majesty of a Sacred Saint’s energy still caused them great harm. David did 
not even target them directly. 

He was only targeting Eira and her sisters. 

Otherwise, even at such a long distance, the energy of a Sacred Saint was not 
something that could be resisted by Sovereign Rankers. 

The seniors of the Iridescent Sect steadied themselves. 

Everyone looked at the masked man in the distance in horror. 

‘He’s too strong! 

‘This is so scary! 

’Even the four reputable elders were thrown aside!’ 

The most shocked of them all was Nova. 

She knew David’s background. 

He was just a kid who came from a low-level civilization, so where did he get a master? 

This sudden appearance of his master must be one of his special tricks. 

Nova had carefully observed the masked man. 

He had exactly the same body shape as David. 

Wouldn’t he just be another David if he took off the mask and put on the same clothes 
as David? 



David had some special techniques and abilities, which Nova could understand. 

After all, the universe was huge, so anything could happen. 

However, David was not the rumored True Saint, but a Sacred Saint. 

Hence, Nova could not accept it for a while. 

After so many years of development in Star Kingdom, how many Sacred Saints had 
there been? 

How long had David been in Star Kingdom? 

And now he was a Sacred Saint? 

Such a genius might not even exist in a level 8,9, or even God Tier Civilization, let alone 
a level 7 civilization. 

’Elder Red is so lucky.’ 

Nova thought enviously. 

 


